
Higher-order Functions
Review

Lecture 20 – Fall 2019

Have out paper and pencil after pulling and starting dev server.



Worksheet Deadline

• My apologies: 
there was accidentally no grace period enabled after the deadline

• Worksheets will be accepted through 11:59pm tonight
• No late penalty even if you see the "late" label



Quiz Absence Policy

• Reminder: Absences are permitted for up to 2 of the 7 quizzes.

• Updated Policy:

• Everyone's Top 5 Quiz scores make up 50% of grade.

• If your final exam grade is greater than your 6th and/or 7th worst quiz grade, 
then I will treat those quizzes as if you chose to be absent for them.

• You do not need to opt-in on this, I will automatically apply this to everyone to 
ensure the best final grade possible.



• HACK110 - Friday 11/22 - 7pm to 7am
• Build your own custom final problem set 

with a friend!
• Meet other students continuing on in the 

minor/major
• Free food and drinks!

• Corporate Sponsors: Red Bull, 5-hour 
Energy, Ben & Jerry's

• COMP110 T-Shirts free for overnight 
hackers

• Dogs! Ada and Nelli
• Please RSVP on the form here: 

http://hack.comp110.com

HACK110!

http://hack.comp110.com/


interface Funcy<A, B> {
(a: B, b: A): B;

}

let a: Funcy<number, string> = (s: string, t: number): string => {
return "?";

};

let b: Funcy<string, number> = (s: string, t: number): string => {
return "?";

};

let c: Funcy<string, number> = (s: number, t: string): number => {
return 1;

};

let d: Funcy<number, number> = (s: number, t: number): number => {
return 1;

};

1. Which functions are actually Funcy?



2. Of functions of b, c, d, and e, which are not exactly 
equivalent to function a?
let a: Transform<string, number> = (input: string): number => {

return input.length;
};

let b: Transform<string, number> = (input) => {
return input.length;

};

let c: Transform<string, number> = (input) => input.length;

let d = (input: string): number => {
return input.length;

};

let e = (input: string): number => input.length;



3. What is the result of this call to filter?

filter(listify(1, 2, 3, 4), (item) => item % 2 === 1)



4. What is the result of this call to map?

map(listify(1, 3), (item) => item * 2)



5. Answer a couple questions related to the signature 
and an example call to reduce:

reduce(listify(2,4,6), (memo, item) => item + memo, "")

let reduce = <T, U> (xs: Node<T>, f: Reducer<T, U>, memo: U): U => {

Signature:

Call:



Hands-on: Weather Redux

1. Open 00-weather-redux-app.ts

2. At the first TODO, call the filter method on data. Use an anonymous function as the predicate to filter 
where a row's precipitation > 0.

3. At the 2nd TODO, assign the total number of rows with precipitation (length of daysWithRain array)

4. At the 3rd TODO, map daysWithRain to a number array with only the precipitation levels of each 
WeatherRow.

5. At the 4th TODO, reduce to find the sum of precipitation. At the 5th reduce to find the max precipitation

6. Check-in when you've completed the TODOs.



6. "Just for funcies" -- Given the code, draw an environment diagram at the 
breakpoint. Once drawn, answer the questions on PollEv.com

00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

interface Funcy {
(a: number, b: number): number;

}

export let main = async () => {
let a = 16;
let b = 2;
let c = justF((or, funcies) => or - funcies, b, a);
// Breakpoint here
print(c);

};

let justF = (f: Funcy, a: number, b: number): number => {
return f(b / a, a);

};

main();



let zip = <T> (a: Node<T>, b: Node<T>): Node<T[]> => {
if (a === null || b === null) {

return null;
} else {

let pair: T[] = [first(a), first(b)];
return cons(pair, zip(rest(a), rest(b)));

}
};

let ariana = listify("thank", "next");
let grande = listify("you", "!!!");
let fire = zip(ariana, grande);

7. Answer the questions on PollEv.


